DINO BY NUMBERS

Your pal, Radley, needs a splash of color! Help him out by matching the colors below to the numbers on his skin!

1 ORANGE  2 YELLOW  3 PINK  4 BROWN

PREHISTORIC WORD HUNT

Use your wits to find all of the hidden words on this ginormous dinosaur egg!

- DINOSAUR
- EXTINCT
- FOSSIL
- TREX
- EGG
- SCIENCE
- HERBIVORE
- CARNIVORE
- PALEONTOLOGIST

RADLEY REX

EMPTY NESTER

The mother Pterosaur has lost an egg! Help Radley carry it back to her nest!

CAN YOU DIG IT?

Trace the dotted lines to unearth a fossil!

Touch the desert for more fun! Visit washingtonpavilion.org/radleyrex for more fun!